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Be Respectful
Be Responsible
Be Safe
Be a State Road Star
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GENERAL INFORMATION
The rules we live by:

1) Be respectful
2) Be responsible
3) Be safe

All of the expectations and rules in this book are based on being respectful,
responsible, and safe.  When we all follow the rules, staff members and parents too,
we have a great environment where we can all learn and have fun.

VOICE LEVELS
3 - outside voice - recess
2 - classroom voice - talking
1 - soft voice - whisper
0 - no talking, body is silent too

GUM AND CANDY
Please leave these items at home as they are not allowed at school except for
certain situations.  Your teacher will let you know when it is OK to bring these items
to school, usually for special events or parties.

PERSONAL ITEMS AT SCHOOL
Please leave your personal toys at home (electronic items, fidget spinners, etc.).
These can often be a distraction in the classroom, but everyone feels bad when
these become broken, lost, or stolen.  If a teacher requests a certain item (for a
scheduled sharing day or other event), a note will be sent home to allow a student
to bring that item to school.

PHONE USE AT SCHOOL
Students may use the school phones with permission from a staff member.  If you
come to the office to use the phone, please be polite when asking permission.  Do
not use school phones to arrange after school playdates.  Do this the day before
when you are at home with your parents.

WATER
Water is a healthy drink and we take frequent drink breaks during the day.  We also
have a water bottle filler in our school.  Leave energy drinks, soda, and other drinks
at home.  Your teacher will let you know when it is OK to bring in special drinks for
events or parties.

CELL PHONES AND OTHER ELECTRONIC DEVICES
If you bring a phone to school, please turn it off and keep it in your backpack or with
your teacher for the day.  Gaming devices, tablets, cameras, music players should
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all be left at home as they are not allowed at school.  This keeps your device safe
and also limits distractions at school.  If there is a special occasion when these
devices are allowed at school, your teacher will let you know.

OFFICE DISCIPLINE REFERRAL (ODR) TIPS
Behaviors should first be addressed with a look, proximity or other non-verbal
signals.

MINOR: Once a behavior is disruptive enough to cause you to stop teaching, or the
behavior requires more than a quick redirection - it is treated as a Minor offense.
Minors are documented on the ODR form. There is no need to take time out of
instruction to fill out the form immediately - but let the student know that it will be
taken care of later.

MAJORS: Behaviors that are Major (refer to major definitions on next page) should
be dealt with immediately. It is up to the staff member to decide if the principal,
social worker, or other staff members needs to be involved.  If you need additional
support, please talk to that staff member about what support you and the student
need.

Keep in mind the 3 types of consequences as defined in Responsive
Classroom.

a. Time out or take a break.
▪ Each classroom should have a break spot in the room

b. Loss of privilege
c. Break it, fix it

Discipline is now entered in Skyward.  Once a referral is filled out, an email is
generated to Mrs. Lyga and Ms. Piper. It is up to the  teacher and/or principal’s
discretion whether the parents are notified. If a child has had frequent minors or
multiple majors, the teacher/principal should contact the parents to let them know
about these behaviors.  Don’t let the ODR entry be the first time you have contacted
parents in the school year.  Call parents to let them know you want to work together
to help the child make better behavior choices.

It is vital that staff are consistent in using the ODR entry to record student behaviors.
This will lay the groundwork for data trends and a reduction of behavior problems in
the future. It is likely that there will be a lot of forms in the beginning of the process.

The information from these systems will be used to determine additional supports
for the students (check-in/check-out, small group or individual guidance,
restitution, suspension, etc.).  Jac Lyga  and Julie Van Dunk will review these reports
each week to determine supports for students.
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MAJOR DEFINITIONS MINOR DEFINITIONS
Administrative Managed Classroom  Managed

Defiance (Non-Compliance)
Student engages in high-intensity failure to follow directions or talks
back.
- Destruction of work
- Excessive work refusal, yelling or shouting
(Skyward = defiance - major)

Defiance
student engages in low intensity, brief failure to respond to adult
requests

(eduCLIMBER= defiance - minor)

Disrespect
Student engages in high intensity, socially rude or dismissive
messages to adults or students
Intense verbal disrespect
(Skyward = disrespectful behavior - major)

Disrespect
Student engages in brief or low-intensity verbal or non-verbal display
of rudeness or discourtesy.
- arguing, tone of voice, eye rolling, etc.
(eduCLIMBER = disrespectful  behavior - minor)

Disruption
Student engages in high-intensity inappropriate disruption
Impossible learning/teaching environment
(Skyward = disruptive behavior - major)

Disruption
Student engages in low-intensity, but inappropriate disruption such
as noises, rocking chair, blurting out, tattling, etc.
(eduCLIMBER= disruptive behavior - minor)

Abusive/Inappropriate Language
Student engages in high-intensity inappropriate language or gestures
- repeated Intense language (ie. repeated swearing directed at
another) - Threats to others
(Skyward = disrespectful behavior - major)

Inappropriate Language
Student engages in low-intensity instance of inappropriate language
not directed at someone

(eduCLIMBER= inappropriate language - minor)

Physical Attack/Fight
Student engages in serious physical contact that causes harm to
others (not including accidental contact)
(Skyward = physical attack/fight no weapon)

Physical Contact
Student engages in non-serious but inappropriate purposeful
physical contact which causes disruption
(eduCLIMBER= physical contact)

Property Misuse/Damage
Student engages in high-intensity misuse of property.
- Vandalism - Destroying items
(Skyward = damage to property - major)

Property Misuse
- not using as it is intended for
(eduCLIMBER = damage to property - minor)

Technology Violation
Student engages in serious misuse of technology (refer to district
policy on technology) ie: cyberbullying/sexual material
(Skyward code = technology violation -  major)

Technology Violation
student engages in non-serious but inappropriate use as defined by
the school
(eduCLIMBER = technology violation -  minor)

Inappropriate Location
Student is in a location in the building without adult permission
and/or supervision
Vacating room/school property
Repeated or habitual action of being in location (such as bathroom)
without teacher permission
(Skyward code = vacate - classroom or building)

Inappropriate Dress
Students wearing clothes that are not within the dress code
guidelines outlined in the handbook
(eduCLIMBER = inappropriate dress for school - minor)

Theft
Intentionally taking items that do not belong to the students (NOT
picking up a found item and thinking they can keep it)
(Skyward code = theft -  major)

Cheating
Copies or looks up answers during a test, copies work of another
student, plagiarism
(eduCLIMBER = cheating - minor)

Other
Student engages in any other major problem behaviors that
do not fall in categories
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SCHOOL-WIDE EXPECTATION MATRIX
Expectations Be Respectful Be Responsible Be Safe
School Wide Follow rules even when no

one is looking
Follow directions the first
time

Stay in your own personal
space

Hallways Voice level: 0-1

Tight to the right, be polite

Keep hallways clean -
things hung up & boots w/
toe on the wall

Keep your belongings in
your space (hook)

Stay in single file line

Walk

Hands to self

Walk stairs one at a time

Bathroom &
Drink Breaks

Voice level: 0 - 1

Line up single file to drink
water

Take turns (1, 2, 3! That’s
enough for me)

Quick, Quiet, Clean

Do your job

Trash in the garbage

Three pulls for paper towel

One person per stall

Wash hands with soap and
water

Feet on the floor at all times

Playground Voice level: 0 - 3

Stay in boundaries
designated by cones

Make sure equipment put
away

Dress for the weather

Line up quickly when bell
rings with voice at 0

Leave wood chips & rubber
chunks in area

See page 17 for specific
equipment rules

No jumping off equipment

Cafeteria Voice level 1:  in the hallway
while in line &  after you get
your tray

Voice level 2: at table

Quiet, calm, polite
conversations at the table

Sit with bottom on bench

Follow adult directions

Keep table and floor around
you clean

Put trash where it belongs

Raise hand if you need
something & wait for adult

Stack trays neatly

Keep hands and feet to self

Walk at all times

No sharing food
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Assemblies &
Field Trips

Listen, learn, and participate
with respect

Show appreciation and
attention

Be responsible for yourself
and materials

When teacher raises hand  -
students raise hand and
voice level goes to 0

Follow site rules for field trips

Arrival,
Dismissal, Bus

Voice level: 2

Obey safety patrol and
supervisors

Walk bikes while on school
grounds

Bus - seat to seat, back to
back

Be on time

Line up quickly when bell
rings

Leave promptly at end of
day

Walk

Use crosswalks and
sidewalks

LMC Voice:  0-1

Stay in line when entering
and leaving the library

Return books on time

Use browsing sticks

Walking

No more than 6 people
sitting in a row in the story
pit area

Keep hands in lap

Computer Lab
& Ipads &
laptop

Voice: 0-1

Sit at assigned computer

Only use websites and apps
designated by the teacher

Leave computer settings as
you found them

Keep devices charged

No food or drinks in lab

Carry iPads and computers
with two hands

Emergencies
and Drills

Voice Level 0 Calm Walking feet

Stay with your teacher/class
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ARRIVAL
❏ Playground supervision and breakfast begin at 7:40

a.m. Please don’t arrive sooner than that unless it is
a special arrangement with a staff member

❏ Walk bike/scooter when on school grounds
❏ Obey safety patrol and supervisors
❏ Use crosswalks and sidewalks
❏ Line up for breakfast at the front door
❏ When the bell rings or whistle blows, collect your

items and line up quickly on lines by the assigned
doors

❏ Voice level 1 when entering the building
❏ Be in your classroom and ready to learn by 8:05
❏ If entering the school after 8:05, stop in the office for

a tardy pass
❏ Playground rules still apply before school
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Dismissal
❏ Be responsible with items that need to go home
(backpack, notes, homework, etc.)
❏ Go directly to Surround Care, pick-up area, bus, or
home.
❏ Obey safety patrol and supervisors
❏ Use crosswalks and sidewalks
❏ Do not play in garden/landscaped areas
❏ Playground rules still apply after school, even if a
parent is supervising
❏ If not with a parent, please go directly home
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ASSEMBLIES, SPEAKERS, FIELD TRIPS
BEHAVIOR EXPECTATIONS
❏ If teacher raises hand all students raise hand with 0

voice
❏ Listen, learn and participate with respect (use

appropriate clap)
❏ Voice level 0 unless otherwise designated by

speaker
❏ Show appreciation
❏ Be responsible for yourself and materials
❏ Please leave toys and technology in your classroom
❏ Follow site rules
❏ Sit with hands and feet to self - crisscross and on

your bottom
❏ After assembly line up with class and leave with

teacher
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BATHROOM USE
BEHAVIOR EXPECTATIONS
❏ Be Quick, Be Quiet, Be Clean
❏ Quiet voice - level 0 or 1.  Listen to the direction of
your teacher.
❏ Hands and body kept to self
❏ Stay on feet at all times (no crawling or sliding on
the floor)
❏ Walk in and do job: go to the bathroom make sure
to flush toilet
❏ Give people their privacy, no peeking
❏ Unlock stall doors when done
❏ Wash hands:  water first; one push for soap; rinse
hands.  Keep water in the sink, no splashing
❏ Paper towel - 3 pulls of lever
❏ Put trash in the garbage not throw it
❏ No vandalizing (writing, toilet paper)
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BUS
❏ Arrive to your bus on time, both in the morning and
at the end of the day
❏ Hands and feet to self on the bus
❏ Get seated quickly, only 2 per seat.  Once you are
seated, do not move seats unless told to do so by an
adult.
❏ Keep your feet on the floor and your back to the
seat.
❏ Voice level 2, but there are times when bus staff will
ask you to be quieter
❏ Do not open windows on the bus unless directed to
do so by an adult
❏ Keep track of belongings on the bus
❏ Use the trash can
❏ Snacks and drinks are not allowed on the bus. Save
those for home
❏ Walk down the bus steps. Please don’t jump
❏ All of these rules help keep everyone safe.  If you
can’t follow the rules, you can lose the privilege of
riding on the bus
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CAFETERIA
BEHAVIOR EXPECTATIONS

Breakfast
❏ Students may come in the building at 7:40 for
breakfast
❏ Before 7:40, they should wait in line by the front door
❏ When entering the building, go directly to the
cafeteria
❏ Place bags and jackets along the center wall of the
gym and then get in line
❏ Keep voices at level 1 while in line
❏ Students need to stay seated at a table and not
move once they have chosen a spot
❏ Keep voice levels at 2 while eating - “Quiet, Calm
Conversations”
❏ When dismissed, dump food, trash, and silverware
in appropriate places
❏ Dump excess milk in milk bucket - if milk is left with
cereal it should be thrown away in the garbage
❏ The teacher on duty dismisses you, not the bell
❏ Stack tray in the window
❏ Collect backpack/jacket and walk to class
❏ Students must be in class before 8:05
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Lunch
❏ Hands and body kept to self when entering the
building
❏ Hang coats, snow pants, boots before going to the
cafeteria
❏ Use bathroom and wash hands
❏ Voice level 1 while waiting in line for lunch
❏ Speak clearly to request lunch choice, use
manners!
❏ Enter meal account number and wait for lunch staff
to confirm number
❏ Everyone gets one utensil and napkin to start out
with.  (if more are needed they can ask raising a quiet
hand later)
❏ Head straight to where you need to sit
❏ Teachers may assign you to specific tables and
seats.
❏ Sit with bottom on bench
❏ Hands and body kept to self
❏ “Quiet, Calm Conversations” with your peers — Can
talk at a 2 — listen to teachers when needing to be
quieter.
❏ Food stays in and on tray
❏ Raise quiet hand for help and wait to be called on
❏ No sharing/trading food
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Lunch Dismissal

❏ When dismissed, pick up all materials and garbage
and walk to put waste in garbage can
❏ Dump excess milk in milk bucket
❏ On the right side, put silverware in appropriate bin,
dump tray and place it stacked so it locks in with other
trays (unless you are the first tray)
❏ Exit to the left of the tray dumping area and leave to
line up without going behind the salad bar
❏ Line up at wall leaving the lunchroom; hands and
body to self (body basics) voice - 0; wait for teacher to
lead them to class room
❏ Students need a note or schedule from a staff
member if they are not eating in the lunchroom.  This
helps the staff know who has permission to eat out of
the lunchroom.

Salad Bar
❏ Salad bar is for students purchasing hot lunch
❏ Tongs (not hands) must be used to take food
❏ Take one scoop of salad bar items
❏ Keep head on the outside of clear cover - if you are
tall enough
❏ Some items (apples, oranges, etc.) may have a
limit on how many can be taken
❏ Ask permission before going back to the salad bar
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DRINK BREAK
PROCEDURE

❏ Single file line against the wall (not out in the
hallway blocking traffic)
❏ One person drinks at a time
❏ Take turns (1, 2, 3 that’s enough for me)
❏ 0 voice in line when done
❏ Head back to the classroom with 0 voice
❏ Please don’t spit or wash hands in drinking
fountains
❏ Keep hands and faces away from the water bottle
filler

LMC
BEHAVIOR EXPECTATIONS

LMC
❏Voice level 0-2.  Follow the directions of the teacher

for a specific voice level.
❏Stay in line when entering the LMC
❏Pit area: sit no more than 6 to a row
❏Return books on time

Hands and feet kept to yourself
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HALLWAYS AND STAIRS

BEHAVIOR EXPECTATIONS
❏ Hands and body kept to self
❏ “Tight to the right, being polite!”
❏ Voice, 0 - Follow the request of the teacher for voice
level.
❏ Walking feet
❏ Stay in line (don’t leave line unless directed)
❏ Walk on the right side of the hallway (like driving on
the road)
❏ Make sure belongings are put away and on your
hook.  Boots and shoes (other things that can’t go on a
hook) should be placed either on the metal shelf or
under it so they are not in the hallway
❏ HALLS – Hands to side, All eyes forward, Lips zipped,
Low speed, Space between you and me.
❏ When in line, no high-fives.  Use a smile or quiet
wave to greet friends and staff
❏ Carry balls and equipment in the halls.  No
bouncing balls in the hallway
❏ When using stairs, keep your body safe and under
control.  No jumping from stairs or climbing the hand
rails
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COMPUTER LAB  and IPADS
Computer Lab & Ipads
❏ Voice level 0 (unless asking a question or asked to
work with another student)
❏ Sit at assigned computer
❏ Wait for teacher’s instruction to log in
❏ Only use websites and applications designated by
the teacher
❏ Do not change settings on equipment (wallpaper,
screensaver, mouse and keyboard)
❏ Hands and body kept to self
❏ Use only equipment assigned to you (do not touch
the screen, keyboard or mouse of another student’s
iPad or computer)
❏ No food or drink allowed in lab or around
equipment
❏ Return equipment to proper place (laptops to the
right spot on the cart)
❏ Plug in laptops when returning them to the cart
❏ Use two hands when carrying equipment (iPads
and laptops)
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PLAYGROUND
BEHAVIOR EXPECTATIONS

Playground
❏Voice level : up to 3
❏Hands and body kept to self
❏Sports teams must be chosen fairly.  Players must

follow agreed upon rules.
❏Be a good sport.  Be a gracious winner and loser.
❏Balls are only bounced outside, not in hallway going

to/from recess
❏Line up when bell rings/teacher calls students in

and stand in line quietly; voice level - 0 (hands and
body kept to self)
❏At the end of recess, bring equipment (balls and

ropes) inside

Boundaries:
❏ Stay out of the woods.
❏ The Red Shed is off limits at all times.
❏ Line at bottom of the K-1 hill.
❏ Stay out of rocky drainage area and bike racks.
❏ Stay out of area between wings of building (big
rock area).
❏ Stay away from classroom windows when other
students are in class.
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❏ The softball field (new one) is not for use during
recess.  However, teachers can take their class to use it
at other times.  Just be aware if it has been chalked for
an upcoming game.

Winter:
❏ Dress for the weather and the conditions on the
playground - hats, gloves, jackets required for all
during most of the winter.
❏ Snow pants and boots must be worn if going in the
snow/mud off the blacktop
❏ Listen to the staff on duty about required clothing.
This may change depending on the weather.
❏ No throwing snow or ice on the playground.

See next page for specific information on different playground areas.
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PLAYGROUND EXPECTATIONS MATRIX
General Expectations Slides Seasonal

● Return equipment

● Line up when bell rings

● Take out all gear right
away

● Use bathroom before
going outside

● Must stay outside until
bell rings

● Stay in boundaries

● Only people on the
slide

● Take turns

● Follow arrows on slides

● Feet first while using
slide

Spring
● Avoid mud and/or

roped off areas
● Wear appropriate

clothing
Winter

● Wear appropriate
clothing to play in
snow (snow pants,
snow boots)

● Snow and ice stays on
the ground

Swings Playground Games Climbing Section
● Swing on bottom or

belly

● Swing straight

● No jumping off the
swing

● If not swinging, stay
out of chips

Tire Swing
● Stand in appropriate

lines

● One student pushes at
a time

● Up to three students
can ride at a time. Feet
in the middle and
hang onto chains. Must
stay seated.

● Riders must be able to
get on and off the tire
swing without any
assistance

● Take turns

● Share equipment, even
if brought from home

● Make fair teams

● Include everyone

● Respect the rules of
the game

● Respect equipment

● Take turns with other
players

● Use appropriate and
kind language

● No jumping off of
equipment

● Leave wood chips
where they are (no
kicking or throwing)

● No balls or jump ropes
on equipment

● No tag on equipment
Spider Web

● Make sure you have
two holds (feet and
hands)

● No shaking with hands
or feet

Monkey Bars
● Hang or swing on the

Monkey Bars. No
walking or sitting on
top of monkey bars

● Take turns

● Must get on and off by
yourself
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